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Recommendations of the  

   Chebucto Wilderness Coalition Steering Committee  
Regarding the Five Bridge Lakes Lands 

Proposed for Protection under 
The Wilderness Areas Protection Act 

 
 
 

Points of Concern – Requests for Action 
The Chebucto Wilderness Coalition (CWC) Steering Committee met with Staff of the Department of Environment on 
March 2, 2010, and identified several parcels of Crown Land that the CWC proposed for protection but were not 
included in the area designated as a candidate for Protection under the Wilderness Areas Protection Act (WAPA).  
This written submission confirms the CWC’s belief that these lands should be included and briefly cites the reasons.  
The areas are numbered and correspond to the numbers on the attached map (attached as Exhibit 1). 

 
1. The Northwest Quadrant (We are identifying the entire area shown in light green just beyond the 

Northwest corner of the candidate area as The Northwest Quadrant) 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The CWC places protection of these lands as its top priority and cites the following reasons for including 
them. 

 
A. Protection of moose habitat and enhancement of connectivity 

As shown in Figure 9.5.1 of the Highway 113 Environmental Assessment (attached as Exhibit 2), this 
is an area frequented by mainland moose, a protected species.  It is also on the route that the 
moose use to the greater mainland area as shown by a map of “Reported Moose Sitings in proposed 
Highway 113 Project Area between 2004 and 2009 (DNR)” distributed at the open house relating to 
the construction of Highway 113 held on January 26th, 2010” (attached as Exhibit 3).  This area is 
also identified as a wildlife corridor to the greater mainland in Figure 20 of the Focus Report for 
Highway 113.  

 
In a letter to the Environmental Assessment Branch responding to the E.A for Highway 113 
(attached as Exhibit 4), CWC steering committee members Richmond Campbell and David Patriquin 
detailed concerns about moose habitat conservation and connectivity in the light of DNR’s apparent 
perspective that “This population on the Chebucto Peninsula are not considered sustainable by 
NSDNR and as such there is no area specific recovery plan in place.”  The CWC urges that the 
arguments that Campbell and Patriquin presented for conserving moose habitat and enhancing 
connectivity be given serious consideration in relation to the drawing the final boundaries for the 
FBLWPA.   
 
The reasons may be summarized as follows: 

I. The Mainland Moose is a legally protected species, which requires protection of all groups, 
regardless of size. 

II. The small, more isolated groups could be very important for the long term survival of the 
Mainland Moose in N.S. 

III. Conservation corridors benefit all species and are critical for long term species richness of all 
of the protected areas on and adjacent to the Chebucto Peninsula. 

IV. The Chebucto moose are potentially an invaluable tool for promoting conservation, perhaps 
even for bringing additional funds. 

 
We further suggest that the following management strategies be implemented to preserve and 
strengthen the Chebucto moose group. 
 

I.    Adopt an "adaptive management" approach in the development of specific management 
strategies and regulations. This approach integrates strategic design, management, testing 
assumptions, and making adjustments from what is learned.  (see Foundations of Success 
(http://www.fosonline.org/Site_Page.cfm?PageID=28) 

 
I. Expand the Chebucto group of Mainland Moose by importing orphaned New Brunswick 

moose, which are of the same genetic stock as the N.S. Mainland Moose, 
 
II. Engage the public in the conservation of the Chebucto moose through public education and 

a management committee made up of community group representatives; the public 
education should stress the relevance of moose conservation to conservation to all species. 

 
In order to provide an appropriate environment for this endangered species, it is very important to 
include a much larger proportion of the crown land in the NW Quadrant as part of the FBLWPA. 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B. Habitat features 

There are several significant habitat features that would add significantly to the proposed 
wilderness area (Exhibit 5):  
 

I. There is a large block of mixed forest on well drained Gibralter Series soils west of the Old 
Halifax Road; in fact, it is larger than any other such block in the FBLWA (see Natural values 
map). In contrast, conifers predominate east of the Old Halifax Road in the NE Quadrant 
area. 
 

II. In addition there is an entire drumlin/deciduous forest (likely oak dominated) to the 
east/northeast of Ash Lake and portions of other drumlins with deciduous forest. Oak 
dominated drumlins are significant features that will be preserved in the FBLWA, and this 
will add to them.  
 

III. Some emphasis on conservation of mixed and deciduous forest is appropriate because of 
the likelihood that these will be seed areas for spread of hardwood; e.g., oak, yellow birch, 
as climate warms and possibly dries, also, as protection allows these stands to mature. * 
 

IV. There are several significant wetlands in the area, the two largest ones being   a 5.9 ha treed 
swamp, and a 3.8 hectare bog or fen (DNR maps) 

 
*See: Modelled Potential Species Distribution for Current and Projected Future Climates for the 
Acadian Forest Region of Nova Scotia by Bourque et al., 2010 
http://www.gov.ns.ca/natr/forestry/reports/Final‐Report‐for‐NS‐Cliamte‐Change‐Project.pdf 

 
C. Watershed  protection 

The NW quadrant contains the lakes, streams, and wetlands which feed into the East River and the 
Woodens River.  This is reason enough to protect the area since the health of the Woodens river will 
be affected by what happens to the wetlands that feed water into it.  The health of these 
watersheds has been a key natural element in the Tantallon Village Plan, three years in the making 
under the leadership of the St. Margaret’s Bay Stewardship Association.   Developer Wadih Fares is 
gifting the land on either side of the river behind his mall to the SMBSA, and a network of hiking 
trails is planned so Tantallon can be a gateway to the Wilderness.  The SMBSA community forum 
unanimously affirmed at its April 2010 meeting that these East River lands and the connecting trails 
leading into the river’s wild watershed are key components in the emerging, community‐based plan 
for “Tantallon Village.” 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D. Community Planning 
Clear and concentrated settlement patterns are emerging around Upper Tantallon, an area 
described in the 2006 HRM Regional Plan as a “hub” where public transit, schools, malls, churches, 
residential development, a new fire station and emergency vehicle services are all to be 
concentrated.   Just below this evolving “hub,” along the Peggy’s Cove Road (Route 333) on the east 
side of St. Margaret’s Bay,  reaching back from the coast into the surrounding hills towards the 
Woodens River watershed and the lakes and wetlands which form the headwaters of the East River, 
are many new roads and developments.  Bailee Drive, Murray Drive, Wendybrook Drive, extensions 
of Old School Road behind the new Tantallon mall – currently most show healthy community 
growth, well‐managed and sustainable.    Continued unserviced development, however, reaching 
into the fragile watersheds and habitat which are core features of FBLWA would clearly be folly.  
Including the NW quadrant in the FBLWA would help buffer these critical features from 
encroachment, would support current planning and help contain sprawl. 
 

E. Community Management and Stewardship 
The NW quadrant has management challenges. The alliance between the residential community, 
environmental community, and OHV community, as evidenced by their agreement on trail routing, 
promises to address a variety of management issues.  When a community is directly connected to a 
natural asset, as with the Bluff Trail, or with the people of St. Margaret’s Bay’s collective sense of 
ownership of their Micou’s Island, the shared resource becomes proprietary, a vital part of the 
community, which protects it and shares the responsibility for its stewardship.  If the NW Quadrant 
is excluded and the FBLWA is removed from this direct connection, management issues are bound 
to escalate.   If it is included, the community will ensure its on‐going care. 
 

F. Road and Trail Management 
Another example of community‐based management and stewardship may be seen in the working 
relationship that has developed over the past nine years between the OHV community and the 
principal environmental organizations resident in the area (St. Margaret’s Bay Stewardship 
Association, Woodens River Watershed Environmental Organization, and Five Bridges Wilderness 
Heritage Trust).   All these community organizations, each with a very significant membership base, 
support protection of the Northwest Quadrant with the provisions that 
 

a. a north‐south connector trail be developed for OHV use between the Trans‐Canada R2T and 
the Old Halifax Road, and  
 

b. this connector trail, the Old Halifax Road, the Lewis Lake fire road, and the K road from 
Goodwood to Glen Margaret be subject to an appropriate Trail Management Agreement 
between the Department of Environment and the OHV community. 
 

The OHV community and the Department of Natural Resources have agreed upon the location of the proposed 
north‐south connector trail (see the attached Exhibit 6).  The trail has been marked on the ground, 
applications for funding to construct the trail will be submitted later this year.  If all goes well, tenders will be 
issued in the spring of 2011 and the trail will be completed by the end of 2011.
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South of Hubley 
On Hubley Lake Road near Flake Brook there is a large Crown land bloc that was excluded from the FBLWA 
candidacy area apparently because it lies on the west side of Hubly Lake Road.  There is no good ecological 
reason to allow this land to be developed, and it provides an excellent buffer to the wilderness area.  This 
piece of land should be included in the protected area. 
 

2. Lake of the Woods Subdivision 
On Silver Birch Drive in the Lake of the Woods subdivision there is a portage trail from Black Point Lake to 
Frederick’s lake that was excluded from the FBLWA candidacy area.  This is an important portage route 
between these two lakes and provides important access to the FBLWA.  We wish to stress that this portage 
route from Blackpoint to Frederick Lake is a critical link in a w ell-used major canoe route that goes from The 
Bluff Trailhead at Cranberry Lake to Blackpoint to Frederick to Five Island to Hubley Big to Upper Five Bridge 
to Middle Five Bridge to Big Five Bridge to Moores to Tiddling to Shad to Nine Mile River to the ocean at 
Shad Bay. That is, this one portage is a link in a long traditional route from the headwaters of the Woodens 
River watershed into another watershed and into the ocean.  Remove that link and you destroy a three day 
recognized wilderness canoe trip minutes away from the urban centre. This parcel of land should be 
included in the protected area. 
 

3. Head of The Bluff Trail 
Near the head of The Bluff Wilderness Hiking Trail lies a piece of land owned by NS Department of 
Transportation and Infrastructure.   This piece of land should be included in the protected area to ensure 
that the entrance to the Bluff Trail is not left in isolation or without legal access. 

 
4. Land to the South of Timberlea 

The piece of Crown Land between the north Side of Highway 103 and the south side of Highway 3 is critical 
to provide connectivity to the Blue Mountain Birch Cove Protected Area.  This piece of land should be 
included in the protected area. 
 

5. Boundary abutting the HRM Western Commons Wilderness Commons 
We ask that the Department of Environment take definitive measures to coordinate planning with HRM 
along the Nine Mile River to ensure an appropriate interface with the proposed Western Commons 
Wilderness Commons, not only on both sides of the Nine Mile River but also the future use of the public 
landfill.  We call attention to the many environmental stresses that currently affect the Nine Mile River, 
which in turn affect the important fishing waters of the Shad Bay. 
 

6. Connectivity with the Terrance Bay Wilderness Area 
We ask that the Department of Environment take definitive measures to ensure connectivity to other blocks 
of public land such as the Terence Bay Wilderness Area. 
 

7. Blind Bay Park Reserve 
The Blind Bay Park Reserve is an important canoe and kayak put-in point and is an important coastal area for 
picnics and other soft recreation.   This parcel of land should be included in the protected area. 
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8. Big Lake 
We recognise that the ecological values found in the Crown Land Block at Big Lake are represented in other 
areas of the Crown land blocks that have been included in the FBLCWA, but the large Crown land block at 
Big Lake has the possibility of providing linkage to the Peggy’s Cove Preservation Area.   
 
We are requesting that the parcel be included in the FBLCWA to lessen the chance of isolation of the Peggy's 
Cove Preservation Area and to enhance the connectivity between the two areas as planning goes forward.   
 

 
 















and Assessment Study do not discuss in any detail, possible direct negative impacts of the 
highway beyond the right-of-way boundaries on either the Park itself, or on the adjacent  

 
 
Resource Lands/Natural Corridor area.  There is substantive scientific literature on this 
topic. The following is an example:  
 
The Ecological Road-Effect Zone of a Massachusetts (U.S.A.) Suburban Highway Richard 
T. T. Forman* and Robert D. Deblinger,  Conservation Biology 14: 1523-1739 (2000) 
 
Abstract: Ecological flows and biological diversity trace broad patterns across the 
landscape, whereas transportation planning for human mobility traditionally focuses on a 
narrow strip close to a road or highway. To help close this gap we examined the "road-
effect zone" over which significant ecological effects extend outward from a road. Nine 
ecological factors—involving wetlands, streams, road salt, exotic plants, moose, deer, 
amphibians, forest birds, and grassland birds—were measured or estimated near 25 km of 
a busy four-lane highway west of Boston, Massachusetts. The effects of all factors 
extended >100 m from the road, and moose corridors, road avoidance by grassland birds, 
and perhaps road salt in a shallow reservoir extended outwards >1 km. Most factors had 
effects at 2–5 specific locations, whereas traffic noise apparently exerted effects along 
most of the road length. Creating a map of these effects indicates that the road-effect zone 
averages approximately 600 m in width and is asymmetric, with convoluted boundaries and 
a few long fingers. We conclude that busy roads and nature reserves should be well 
separated, and that future transportation systems across landscapes can provide for 
ecological flows and biological diversity in addition to safe and efficient human mobility. 

 
(Underlining is ours) 
 
These sorts of impacts do not seem to have been addressed in the EA. It seems very 
clear, given the relatively small size of the BMBCL Wilderness Area and its proximity of a 
long stretch of or the proposed highway, that the highway will, inevitably, seriously 
undermine the EI of the protected area. At the same time, proposed development on the 
opposite side threatens its integrity from that direction.  
 
Another concern is the direct destruction of significant wetlands that would be involved; 
however, it is very likely that you will be receiving a lot of comments in this regard and 
we will focus on our main concern which is the issue of the mainland moose and 
conservation corridors.  
 
 
Mainland Moose and Conservation Corridors 
 
The following statements extracted from the EA, amongst others, are the basis for our 
concerns: 
 

Impacts on mainland moose and deer and fragmentation/impacts on existing ecological 
integrity of the area (includes Blue Mountain/Birch Cove Lakes)  
Studies by NSDNR on the spatial distribution and abundance of Mainland Moose have 
shown that there is a small population that exists on Chebucto Peninsula but several winter 
aerial and radio-tracking studies have shown that this small population limits its range to 
the Chebucto Peninsula and the range would not be fragmented by the proposed highway 
as the population does not usually venture close to the proposed alignment or the Blue 
Mountain/Birch Cove Lakes Wilderness Area. TIR will provide a structure between Maple 
and Fraser Lake with  an opening large enough for large mammals to pass. Therefore, 
impacts on mainland moose and deer are not significant. In addition, the use of open span 
culverts will allow for movement of small mammals and herpetiles. Hydraulic connectivity of 
wetlands crossed by the highway will be maintained. 
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The area south of the study area is a Species At Risk Habitat for an isolated population of 
mainland moose (NSESA Endangered); 
• The Fraser Lake/Maple Lake system is identified by NSDNR as a Habitat of Concern. 
This system is inhabited by sensitive fish species, brook trout and gaspereau. As well, the 
previous EA identified the area between Fraser Lake and Hammonds Plains Road as an 
important wildlife corridor. 
 
This population on the Chebucto Peninsula are not considered sustainable by NSDNR and 
as such there is no area specific recovery plan in place (Tony Nette, NSDNR personal 
communication, 2009). Specifically, the surveys conducted in 2003, 2008 and 2009 
suggest the Chebucto population is more or less stable. A combination of ground and 
winter aerial surveys along with radio tagging suggests they are no longer moving off of the 
Chebucto Peninsula. The NSDNR continue to solicit sightings from the public of live 
animals, scat or antlers as part of its ongoing surveys. The NSDNR suggest that the 
Chebucto moose in particular seem very wary of humans, whether on foot or on ATVs and 
off-highway vehicles (OHVs) (Tony Nette, NSDNR personal communication, 2009). 
 
Winter aerial survey programs were conducted by NSDNR in January 2003 and 2009 to 
assess the numbers and distribution of moose in the Chebucto Peninsula and within the 
vicinity of the proposed highway alignment of Highway 113. A total of 24 to 25 moose were 
observed, with the majority (22) of the population being identified in the western portion of 
the peninsula, between Route 333 and St. Margaret's Bay, in the vicinity of the Five Island 
Lake and the Terence Bay Wilderness Area and not along the proposed Highway 113 
(AMEC, 2004; Tony Nette, NSDNR personal communication, 2009). 
 
Recent investigations undertaken by NSDNR with radio-collared moose (NSESA 
Endangered) between 2004 and 2006 and winter aerial surveys (2003 and 2009) do not 
indicate that the small population in the Chebucto Peninsula frequent the Highway 113 
study area. Figure 9-5.1 illustrates GPS collar data of six different moose instrumented 
between January 28, 2004 and March 6, 2006. Figures 9-5.2 and 9-5.3 show results of 
winter survey, January 2003 (100% search) where a minimum of 25 moose at 12 locations 
were found and results of winter survey, 
January 2009 (100% search) where a minimum of 28 moose at 13 locations were found. 
 
For concerns related to mainland moose, studies by NSDNR on Moose populations on the 
Chebucto Peninsula demonstrate that these individuals do not commonly migrate to the 
areas affected by the proposed project. 

 
(Underlining is ours) 
 
Our comments: 
 
1. Moose do, apparently, migrate above Highway 103, likely  in higher frequency 
than suggested. 
 
The EA appears to attempt to minimize the significance of moose movement into the 
BMBCL area.  (statements above). However, one of the fact sheets distributed at the 
January Public Open House for the proposed Highway 113 January 26th, showed a map  
with “Reported Moose Sitings in Proposed Highway 113 Project Area between 2004 and 
2009”. This figure does not appear to be in the EA report nor, apparently, are the 
sightings discussed therein. (We could be wrong; if present, they certainly are not  
highlighted, which adds to our concern about DNR perspectives towards the Chebucto 
Mainland Moose.) The map shows eight sightings north of Highway 103 and five close to 
or on the highway 103.  It is likely there were many more occurrences than sited. 
Interestingly, after circulating a draft of this letter to the WRWEO board today, one board 
member wrote back:  
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In the interests in accuracy, I am troubled by the inaccuracies I perceive in 
moose sightings in the area, and the weight that might have been attached to 
those numbers. During the period in question, I personally can attest to 4 
sightings near the intersection of Route 3 and 103: 
 
1) a juvenile moose in my back yard (north end of Frederick Lake) 
2) a young moose wading in the brook that feeds into the north end of 
Frederick Lake. 
3) my neighbour's report that there was a full grown moose on the highway by 
the 3 / 103 overpass. 
4) my friend's report of a large moose standing on his lawn. (last house on Five 
Island Rd. before Cambrian Cove) 
... these all during the same period as the mapped reports. 
 
Therefore, and this is just one person's information (mine), I fail to see any 
credibility in the map of sightings. Hopefully not much weight is attached to 
the map. 

 
The Map is shown on the next page. 
 
2  We are quite disappointed (if not disheartened, given our history in efforts to 
realize protection for FBLWA) by the statement that “This population on the 
Chebucto Peninsula are not considered sustainable by NSDNR and as such there 
is no area specific recovery plan in place.”  We suggest that maintenance and 
enhancement of this group should be a priority for the following reasons: 
 
(a) By this logic, even some, most or all of the larger groups might be considered 
non-viable by wildlife demographers.  Beazley et al.4   estimated the 50/500 rule-of-
thumb values for mainland moose to be 50 and 5000 moose respectively, meaning that 
for an isolated population to survive over decades (e.g., 50) or longer term (e.g., 5000 
years), they would need to contain 50 or 5000 individuals respectively. The latter number 
is well above the total population in N.S.   
 
The authors, which include DNR personnel, recognize many limitations to those 
estimates and urge: “Until the information gaps can be addressed, it is prudent to adopt 
a precautionary and adaptive approach to the recovery of this species.” We suggest that 
maintenance and even enhancement of the Chebucto group would be consistent with a 
precautionary and adaptive approach. 
 
(b) The Mainland Moose is a legally protected species, which requires, we 
understand, protection of all groups, regardless of size.  
 
(c) The small, more isolated groups should not be dismissed as irrelevant to long 
term survival of the Mainland Moose in N.S.  
 
It is quite conceivable, for example, that a large percentage of the larger groups, but not 
of the smaller more isolated groups could be wiped out by disease, and  that one or 
more of these smaller groups would be important to repopulation.  Certainly they are 
numerically sufficient to act as a seed group, judging by the experience of Newfoundland 
and Cape Breton. There would likely be reduced heterozygosity. However, we suggest 
that the appropriate strategy is to maintain the Chebucto group and increase its size and 
heterozygosity by  bringing in orphaned moose from N.B. (which are the same genetic  
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lineage, unlike the C.B. moose).  As we understand it from the DNR presentation in the 
spring at Tantallon, the Chebucto group is healthy and the area provides good habitat for  
them – so why not capitalize on that situation? Also, we understand, their numbers are  
much more easily monitored than other populations, so they are a good case study for 
conservation efforts. 
 
We are both quite familiar with some of the moose habitat, Richmond through his years 
of hiking in the Bluff Trail area and canoe excursions over the larger area and sightings 
of moose, footprints etc.; David and Nick Hill recently documented an old growth stand 
on Umlah Hill that is surrounded by wetlands and in which there were many signs of 
moose.5   We have discussed at and following the DNR presentation on moose at 
Tantallon in the spring, the possibility of some restriction of activity on parts of the Bluff 
Trail  seasonally, or even closing down the more remote loops… citizens are prepared to 
contribute to moose conservation! 
 
 
d. Conservation corridors benefit all species and are critical for long term species 
richness of all of the protected areas on and adjacent to the Chebucto Peninsula. 
 
The EA and the Focus report are both somewhat vague on the precise nature of 
possible conservation corridors and we get the impression this is not a high priority 
issue, e.g., for the Fraser Lake area, there is not much more information than “the 
previous EA identified the area between Fraser Lake and Hammonds Plains Road as an 
important wildlife corridor.”  This area is of particular interest to us because it is (or was 
historically or is potentially) a corridor for movement between the FBLWA and the 
greater mainland:  
 

See next page: Figure 20 from the Focus Report 
 
 
The Regional Plan for HRM6 has likewise highlighted this area and indicated their 
intention to collaborate with TPW, and DNR: 

 
5.4.3 Natural Corridor 
The Crown and private lands lying to the south and west of the generalized park 
area form an important natural corridor, providing connectivity to the more 
extensive Crown and Bowater lands to the south and west, refer to Figure 21, 
Generalized Concept Plan. A critical link in this corridor is at Maple Lake/Frasers Lake 
where the proposed Highway 113 corridor crosses the lake system. The highway will be 
located on one of the few remaining “necks” of land available for species movement. The 
Piercey Investors subdivision development on their lands  
to the west of the lakes may present a significant complication for this initiative. HRM 
should work with landowners, TPW, and DNR to ensure the preservation of adequate 
connectivity in this area, consistent with the Open Space Functional Plan proposed in the 
draft Regional Plan. 
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As noted above, there does seem to be, still, significant movement of moose through 
this area, despite the hazards involved. We therefore urge that very serious attention be 
given to corridor protection as soon as possible. Not discussed in the Focus Report or 
the E.A. are possible options for such corridors (adding to our concern that they are not 
high priority). Corridors might include, for example, electronic crossings of highways.7 

 
A key important additional facet of the corridors is that they are very critical for the long 
term species richness and broader EI of all protected areas (including parks) on the 
Chebucto Peninsula and adjacent mainland areas, not just for larger animals such as 
moose. There is a lot of emerging literature in this area. Amongst the key papers: 
 

A 2002 paper by Tewksbury et al. (Title: Corridors affect plants, animals, and their 
interactions in fragmented landscapes) reported on a large field-scale experiment 
designed to to test hypotheses about benefits of corridors and alternative designs. 
In that study they documented that: 
 

…corridors not only increase the exchange of animals between patches, but also 
facilitate two key plant–animal interactions: pollination and seed dispersal. Our results 
show that the beneficial effects of corridors extend beyond the area they add, and 
suggest that increased plant and animal movement through corridors will have positive 
impacts on plant populations and community interactions 
in fragmented landscapes. 

 
A 2009 paper by Lars A. Brudviga, (Title: Landscape connectivity promotes plant 
biodiversity spillover into non-target habitats) introduces the concept of “spillover” 
(coming from marine fisheries reserves), noting: 
 

Working in the world’s largest corridor experiment, we show that increased richness 
extends for approximately 30% of the width of the 1-ha connected patches, resulting in 
10–18% more vascular plant species around patches of target habitat connected by 
corridors than around unconnected but otherwise equivalent patches of habitat. 

 
Such spillover in effect increases the habitat protecting native species, a huge 
bonus to constructing them.  

 
The connections provided by corridors are ultimately important for all species in a 
fragmented landscape. One reason that the significance of  corridors is not, perhaps, 
broadly appreciated, is that the effects of NOT giving priority to this aspect of efforts to 
protect native landscapes and species may require many years to become obvious. 
Such effects, however, are predictions of very well based conservation theory and are 
the basis of concern about future losses by Harvard’s E.O. Wilson. His  Rule of Thumb 
states that for a 90% reduction in total species area, there is on average a 50% 
reduction in the total species carrying capacity of the area. But that does not mean 
immediate loss, rather loss over longer periods of time as local populations go extinct 
and are not repopulated by immigration from connected areas. It might take 10, 50, or 
even 200 years to begin to see these effects locally, but it is virtually certain that, in the 
absence of counter measures, they will occur. (An analogy might be zoos that do not 
have venues for replacement when they lose species.) 
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(e)  The Chebucto moose are potentially an invaluable tool for promoting 
conservation, perhaps even for bringing additional funds. 
 
Large animals capture our imagination and empathy. Think of the challenge: to 
demonstrate that we, as  21st century humans, can co-exist with this elusive animal that 
resides next door to an urban population climbing toward a half a million persons.  There 
is somewhat of a parallel in the Florida panther: 
 

When you purchase a panther license plate, your donation goes directly to 
supporting our beautiful cats, .but also because it would help to protect other 
valuable environmental resources, such as wetlands, aquifer-recharge areas, 
drinking water supplies and the habitat of other endangered species. 
Florida Panther. 
 
In 1982 the students of Florida elected the magnificent Florida panther (Felis 
concolor coryi) as the official state animal of Florida. A large predator (can grow 
more than 6 feet in length), panthers play an important role in the ecosystem. 
 
Florida panthers were persecuted to near-extinction out of fear and 
misunderstanding (folklore refers to them as "catamounts"). The Florida panther was 
listed on the federal endangered species list in1967, and on the state of Florida's 
endangered list in 1973. 
  
See license plates at http://www.buyaplate.com/panther.html 
 

Efforts to protect the Florida panther have received broad support in Florida, even 
though their long term survival  is probably more precarious than that for Nova Scotia’s 
mainland moose. It has resulted in many conservation areas and corridors being 
protected, wildlife personnel justifying the expenditures on the basis that it is simply good 
for conservation as a whole.  
 
We suggest that a similar approach to the Chebucto Moose (indeed all moose, and other 
endangered species) would be successful in Nova Scotia. The Piping Plover license 
plate is an important source of funds for protection of that species in N.S. now. Why not 
feature Chebucto moose on a special license plate available in HRM and use that, in 
combination with strong commitments to protection, genetic diversification, corridors etc. 
to engender public support for conservation efforts? 
 
 
We thank you for your consideration of these comments. 
 
Richmond Campbell         David Patriquin 
 
Co-chairs, WRWEO 
 
cc:  
WRWEO membership 
Bill Estabrooks, Minister, Energy, Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal 
Sterling Belliveau, Minister, Environment 
John MacDonnell, Minister, Natural Resources 
Raymond Plourde (EAC Wilderness coordinator) 
Chris Miller (CPAWS) 
CWC Steering Committee 
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Notes 
 
1. In this letter we refer to the EA (Environmental Assessment) submitted by  
Nova Scotia Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal (TIR) on October 16, 2009 and 
for which comments were due by Feb. 22nd, 2010 (today 
 
We also refer to the  
 
Focus Report for the  Proposed Highway 113  
Class I Environmental Assessment  
Submitted by TIR in March 2006.  
 
Both sets of documents are available at http://gov.ns.ca/nse/ea/highway113.asp 
 
2. For a recent review paper which includes discussion of the concept, application and 
monitoring of EI, see: LaPaix, Freedman, &  Patriquin. 2009. 
Ground vegetation as an indicator of ecological integrity. Environmental Reviews 17: 
249–265.  
 
3. Patriquin, D. , S. Adl, B. Freedman, A. Horn, M. Leonard, C. Herbinger, D.B. Scott, 
S.J. Walde, 2006. Possible Impacts of Highway 113 on the Proposed Blue 
Mountain/Birch Cove Lakes Park and the Need for Strengthened Protection of the Park 
and the Adjacent Resource Land/Natural Corridor Area. Brief submitted to 
Environmental Assessment Branch, Nova Scotia Department of Environment and 
Labour & to Regional Plan Public Hearing, Halifax Regional Municipality. Available at: 
http://dp.biology.dal.ca/dp/bluemountain/index.html 
 
4. Beazley, K., M. Ball, L. Isaacman, S. McBurney, P. Wilson, and T. Nette. 2007. 
Complexity and information gaps in recovery planning for moose (Alces alces 
americana) in Nova Scotia, Canada. Alces 42: 89-109. 
 
5. See http://versicolor.ca/forest/ 
A more detailed, Draft Report was forwarded to NSE/DNR on Sept. 6th, 2009. 
 
6. The HRM Regional Plan (2006)  
http://www.halifax.ca/regionalplanning/FinalRegPlan.html 
 
7. See next page, article on use of electrobraid fencing for wildlife crossings 
. 
8. Tewksbury et al. 2002. Corridors affect plants, animals, and their interactions 
in fragmented landscapes. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 99 (20):  
12923–12926 
 
9. Brudvig et al. 2009. Landscape connectivity promotes plant biodiversity 
spillover into non-target habitats. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 106  
(23): 9328–9332 
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